REGALIX BLOG ON ENTERPRISE MOBILITY
RANKED #2 ON FEEDSPOT
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA, USA, December 3, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- We are really
excited to announce that Regalix blog has been included in “Top 25 Digital Transformation Blogs
and Websites” list as created by Feedspot and released in October 2018.

This blog from Regalix is
unique because it is not just
current and immediately
relevant, but also because
there is perhaps no other
such collection of interviews
of the who’s who of the IT
industry,”
Nimish Vohra, SVP Marketing
for Regalix

All the blogs in this list are ranked based on various criteria
such as the reputation and ranking in Google search,
influence and popularity on social media, quality and
consistency of the blog posts and Feedspot’s editorial team
and expert review.
“This blog from Regalix is unique because it is not just
current and immediately relevant, but also because there
is perhaps no other such collection of interviews of the
who’s who of the IT industry,” says Nimish Vohra, SVP
Marketing for Regalix.
The blog authored by Kevin Benedict, SVP Solutions
Strategy, Regalix aims to help brands connect with their

clients and leverage digital channels and marketing technology tools.
Subscribe to the blog and find out more about the latest trends in enterprise mobility, mobile
strategies, mobile solutions, and mobile trends. You will also get insights and practical tips from
leading technology brands on how to leverage enterprise mobility to build customer loyalty and
improve the performance of your digital transformation programs.
Visit the blog. Also, check out a wider collection of C-level interviews of Regalix TV.
About Regalix
Regalix is a Customer Acquisition and Customer Success company that re-imagines digital
experiences across hi-tech, ad-tech, and retail domains. The company has partnered with some
of the largest global B2B organizations in their efforts at customer acquisition, growth and
retention. Regalix works with businesses, supporting their customers' through the entire journey,
to deliver reliable products and services in today's subscription-based economy.
Regalix has a long history of creating award-winning ventures with enterprises through coinnovation and idea-driven frameworks that inspire companies to think different. Headquartered
in the Silicon Valley--Mountain View, California--Regalix has offices in Europe and Asia.
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